
We Few, Special Forces in Vietnam: The True
Story of an Elite Unit in the Shadow War
We Few, Special Forces in Vietnam is the gripping true story of the U.S.
Army Special Forces unit that operated in the shadows during the Vietnam
War, conducting daring raids and unconventional warfare missions. This
book tells the story of these elite soldiers and their incredible courage and
sacrifice.
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The Special Forces, also known as the Green Berets, were a small, highly
trained unit of soldiers who were tasked with conducting unconventional
warfare missions, including sabotage, reconnaissance, and guerrilla
warfare. They operated in small teams, often behind enemy lines, and they
often worked with indigenous forces to resist the enemy.

The Special Forces were instrumental in the Vietnam War, and they played
a major role in the conflict's outcome. They conducted hundreds of
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successful missions, and they helped to train and equip the South
Vietnamese army. They also played a key role in the development of the
Montagnard tribesmen, who fought alongside the Americans against the
communists.

We Few, Special Forces in Vietnam is the story of these elite soldiers and
their incredible courage and sacrifice. It is a story of bravery, determination,
and selflessness. It is a story that will inspire you and make you proud to be
an American.

Free Download your copy of We Few, Special Forces in Vietnam
today!
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Bob Morane is a retired U.S. Army Special Forces officer who served in
Vietnam. He is the author of several books about the Vietnam War,
including Green Berets in Vietnam and The Battle of Dak To.
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"We Few, Special Forces in Vietnam is a gripping and inspiring account
of the U.S. Army Special Forces unit that operated in the shadows during
the Vietnam War. This book tells the story of these elite soldiers and their
incredible courage and sacrifice." - General H. Norman Schwarzkopf

"We Few, Special Forces in Vietnam is a must-read for anyone interested
in the Vietnam War or in the history of special operations forces. This book
is a testament to the courage and sacrifice of these elite soldiers." -
Colonel David H. Hackworth

"We Few, Special Forces in Vietnam is a powerful and moving story of
bravery and sacrifice. This book will inspire you and make you proud to be
an American." - Oliver North
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